MANAGING VIEWABILITY DATA
TOWARDS A USEFUL METHODOLOGY FOR
AGENCIES AND MARKETEERS
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Ad viewability &
Ad fraud data
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daily digital marketing practice.
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VIEWABILITY & AD FRAUD
THE HOTTEST TOPIC IN DIGITAL MARKETING

PREFACE
Independent tech companies offer services to measure the non-human traffic on websites, predict possible fraud
and the viewability of ads. Although it seems totally obviously that we should only pay for viewable ads, digital
marketing budgets are still wasted on domains that actually don’t exist or don’t perform. So many advertisers:

1. Start measuring viewability and fraud using independent measurement technology like Moat and IAS.
2. Include viewability standards as a metric and KPI for their digital marketing activities

But does this all pay off? Many professionals in digital marketing struggle how to interpret the data and how to
make this actionable. And do the costs pay off?
This study attempts to create a sound and logical methodology to work with log level data (LLD) from viewability
tech providers (in this case Moat) in daily digital marketing practice.
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LET’S START EXPLAINING A BIT MORE ABOUT
VIEWABILITY & AD FRAUD TECHNOLOGY...
What is viewability?
Viewability is a measure of whether or not an ad had a chance to be seen by a

What is the industry standard? And why is it important? At Mediabrands, we

user. It gives marketers the base knowledge that their message was seen by a

support the IAB and MRC definition of viewability for display advertising: a

customer, and in digital, the actual number of times it appeared in front of users.

minimum of 50 percent of the ad is in view for a minimum of 1 second.

The term ‘viewability’ suggests that we measure whether people actually look at
an ad. This is, just like with other forms of advertsing (TV f.i.) not the case since

In most adservers like DCM (Double Click Manager from Google) viewability

eyetracking is not included in the technology that is commonly used to measure

is measured. Active View is Google's viewable

‘viewability’.

impression measurement technology. It's a solution for measuring and
buying viewable impressions across the web and is accredited by the Media

Why viewability matters? If an ad isn't seen, can it have impact, change

Ratings Council. It measures in real-time, on an impression-by-impression

perception, or build brand trust? Viewability in digital advertising is the first

basis, whether or not an ad was viewable to a user.

impression by impression measurement of advertising. It gives marketers a
clear understanding of campaign and messaging effectiveness and allows
advertising spend to be allocated to the most valuable media.
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MULTIPLE PROVIDERS FOR VIEWABILITY
MEASUREMENT HOW DOES MOAT WORK?
Viewability technology

How does this work for display advertisment?

The viewability technology suppliers differ slightly in methodology and

Moat follows the IAB guidelines for counting in-view impressions: for display

coverage. Moat seems to be the most advanced at the moment, but since this a

advertisements, 50% or more of the pixels of the ad must be visible on-screen for at

technology race this might be different next year. Essential is that the

least one continuous second. (Per IAB guidelines, a “30% of pixels” rule is applied

technology is accepted by Google and Facebook to measure on their platforms

for ads that are at least 242,500 pixels in size, including the 300x1050 and 970x250

including mobile in-app.

formats.)

The browser window must be active/in-focus, meaning the browser is not minimized

How does Moat work in general?
For display analytics, a client implements Moat by including a Moat script tag

and the page is not in a background tab. If the browser and another application are
side-by-side, the page in the browser is still considered in-focus.

with the ads they wish to track. The most common way to include Moat is by
appending the Moat tag to the ad tag as a third-party snippet in the client’s ad

To determine whether an ad meets the time requirement for a viewable impression

server. The Moat tag includes macros that resolve to the reporting ID’s for the

(one continuous second for display and two continuous seconds for video), Moat

ad at impression time. This allows the client to use the same Moat tag for every

checks the visibility of the ad every 200ms. A viewable impression is counted if the

ad, which is convenient and minimizes trafficking errors. All measurements,

ad is visible for five consecutive checks (10 checks for video ads). Although the

including ad viewability measurements, are performed through the Moat tag.

MRC recommends that measurement providers poll at 100ms intervals for display
ads, Moat has shown through empirical evidence that the 200ms methodology is
equivalent in accuracy.
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FINDING FRAUD AND HOW TO FIGHT IT
Once we categorised our top websites, we allready eliminated the websites with high
suspicious of fraud or other questionable content. However, we still have a huge amount
(500.000+) of URL’s (including subdomains) serving the last part of our impressions. In
this part it is allready much more convenient to blacklist domains using a formula based

on viewability, interaction or non human traffic. However, it is possible to find patterns in
fraud or fake websites.

Moat states te following :

“ We believe being transparent with what we’re tracking and allowing the marketer to
make that decision based on their data is the way to go. When they see fraud detection
in the nonhuman space, it’s opaque. The ad is blocked and there’s no indication what
happened or no reason why something is being classified as fraud. “

However, domains which generate a high volume of non human traffic, does not
directly mean those domains are illegitimate. Legitimate domains can be the victim

Moat presents several measures which can identify fraud. Most of them are based on

recognizing non human traffic. Because a lot of fraudulent domains are using bots to
increase (viewable) traffic, tracking non human traffic inside your dataset is an effective

of botnets, can contain interesting content (scraping), or faces a lot of data centre

traffic. Again, the domains security can increase in time, which make them
interesting once the non human traffic ratio has decreased.

strategy.
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GENERAL INVALID TRAFFIC SOURCES
Categories of general invalid traffic (GIVT)

Data Center
Ad traffic originating from servers in data centers whose IPs are linked to invalid activity (typically non-human traffic). These

are usually known data center IPs that are likely included in an industry list, such as the Trustworthy Accountability Group
(TAG) Data Center IP list.

Known Crawler
A program or automated script that requests content and declares itself as non-human through a variety of identification
mechanisms. These crawlers are usually included in the IAB International Spiders and Bots List.

Irregular Pattern
Ad traffic that includes one or more attributes (e.g., user cookie) associated with known irregular patterns, such as autorefresh traffic or duplicate clicks.

https://support.google.com/displayvideo/answer/6076504?hl=en
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SOPHISTICATED INVALID TRAFFIC SOURCES
Categories of sophisticated invalid traffic (SIVT)
Automated Browsing
A program or automated script that requests web content (including digital ads) without user involvement and without declaring itself as a crawler, such as and primarily referring to botnets.
False Representation
An ad request for inventory that is different from the actual inventory being supplied, including ad requests where the actual ad is rendered to a different website or application, device, or other target (such
as geography).
Misleading User Interface
A web page, application, or other visual element modified to falsely include one or more ads. This includes rendering ads that are not visible to the user, injecting ads without a publisher’s consent, or
tricking users to click on an ad.
Manipulated Behavior
A browser, application, or other program that triggers an ad interaction without a user’s consent, such as an unintended click, an unexpected conversion, or false attribution for installation of a mobile
application.
Incentivized Behavior
The use of an explicit incentive to drive users to interact with one or more ads for the sole purpose of receiving said incentive and without any advertiser knowledge of its presence. Often these incentives
are financial in nature.
Undisclosed Classification
Invalid traffic that cannot be classified using any of the other categories in the taxonomy, or sensitive invalid traffic that cannot be disclosed.
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FRAUD AND HOW IT LOOKS LIKE








1.
2.
3.
4.
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METHODOLOGY
TOWARDS A SMART & RESPONSIBLE
VIEWABILITY METHODOLOGY

CREATING A NEW METHODOLOGY
In order to get the richest possible dataset we used the log level data (LLD) from Moat. This includes all metrics that are
measured by Moat and enabled us to take all these measures into account. Furthermore log level data contains all the single
impressions including the time served (data, hour, minute and even miliseconds).

A challenge with this data is that it is a huge file that most digital marketeers can not work with. Too big for Excel and too big
for R. Another more general challenge is that most digital marketeers not really know what to do with it. Most common is to
create a blacklist of domains that are excluded from media buying. Publishers from domains that show low viewability are
contacted and warned to get their performance on viewability up. This is a time consuming, and not always succesful, way of
working. Part of this study was to think of ways to make the way of working and methodology more efficient.

The main research questions of this study are:
•

How can we unlock the Moat log level data (a truly big data challenge)

-

How can we optimize digital advertising campaigns using this data: what is the best methodology?

-

Can we fight fraud using Moat log level data?
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OPTIMIZING VIEWABILITY: THE EASY WAY
The goal is to optimize viewability by making sense of all these single impressions. So how does this ‘optimization of
viewability’ works? Well, the easy way to look at this challenge is to simply ‘cut’ out all the low viewable websites.
Taking this process a step further, one can make a formula based on viewability, user interaction and non human traffic. All
three variables are presented by Moat.

Using such a formula, one can add one or more charateristics of a website to dertermine wheter or not to exclude this
website from future campaigns. Such a formula will look like:
yi = β1 * (Viewability)i + β2 * (Interaction)i + β3 * (NHT)i

Where yi is the score for website i, and the 3 beta’s can be choosen individualy regarding the importance of each variable.
After calculating the score yi for each website, all websites with scores below a certain treshold T: yi < T, can be blacklisted.

*red sliced parabole parts are periodically produced blacklists.
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A HIGH VIEWABILITY ALONE NOT A GOOD
INDICATOR FOR QUALITATIVE INVENTORY
By just cutting in websites using the viewability metric, one will also add legitimate
websites to their blacklist. This is in principle not a bad tactic. However, when one keeps
blacklisting continuously for a longer period of time, the list of blacklisted legitimate
websites keeps growing. And you will loose campaign effectiveness.

This can lead to a situation where fake and untrustworthy websites can pick up more
and more impressions, as long as they perform well on viewability and/or interaction. In
our study, we analysed that high viewability can correlates with high ‘non-human traffic’
scores.

This problem is proven by Soo Jin Oh, Gamut’s Vice President of Client Strategy &
Solutions. She demonstrates that fake and untrustworthy websites can perform better
on viewability than legitimate websites. For this end, she creates three groups of

In her study, predictably, low-fraud ad groups had a high percentage of actual
human impressions. However, she found that the high-fraud ad groups had a
higher viewability percentage, which means that fraudsters are getting clever and

websites: The “low-fraud” ad group which used here company’s fraud-block tactics. The

creating fraud where ad buyers are willing to pay a higher premium for viewable

“high-fraud” group was the opposite, where she removed all of the fraud-block tactics

impressions.

and targeted sites that had high fraud. The third ad group took the same sites in the

She concludes that advertisers looking to simply optimize for viewability without

high-fraud test and layered in some of their fraud-block tactics.

fraud filters will be at a high risk for fraud.
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BIGQUERY USAGE
OUR APPROACH OF CLUSTERING BIG DATA IN
BIG QUERY

OPTIMIZING VIEWABILITY – THE BETTER WAY
Clients ask us: “Could you please analyse this dataset for useful insights?”.

We noticed this with our analysis that the more data we got, the slower it

“Sure!,” we say, and before we realized it we were dealing with 200 million of

became to analyse it. The analyses of 200 million lines and running a simple

lines that we have to process and analyse. Creating a histogram; sum a

query to clean up data started to take more than an hour instead of seconds

column; and group by dates and hours.

or minutes.

Doing this with a few Gigabytes of data is fine on our laptops with 8 Gigabytes
of memory. However, when it comes to analyzing 200 millions of lines
representing around 20 – 40 Gigabytes of data you approach the limitations of
your laptop.

As a solution, we started to use Google BigQuery to store our data, perform
our SQL queries and do our analysis. We went back from hours to minutes,
to run an analysis or clean up our data, just by using the servers of Google.

Whenever a computer does not have enough memory it starts to swap memory

No matter how many times we copied our data, ran our queries or increased

with the hard drive, which is a factor 100 slower than your memory. Not to

the data, run times for the queries stayed limited and within acceptable time

mention the amount of hard disk it consumes. This increases analysis time

ranges. In essence we reduced the time of waiting for our results from hours

significantly, and adding more memory to a laptop is not always a feasible

to minutes, which means we can be faster with our analysis and reduce

solution.

turnover time of our questions.
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TRANSFER LLD INTO BIGQUERY
We have uploaded multiple Moat datasets into Google BigQuery to achieve a better understanding of the data in
order to create a methodology for optimizing viewability and fight fraud.
Once we loaded the data in BigQuery, tens of millions of rows appears. Each row is representing an online ad
being send to a domain. Moat collects multiple interesting variables as viewability, interaction, different
representations for non human traffic, view and hover time, scroll time, below the fold etc. On the right you can
see all variables used and tested in this research.
In the collumn next to the variable names, one can see the different data types. Adressing the right data type to
each variable makes BigQuery works much more efficiently.

TIMESTAMP: Represents an absolute point in time, with microsecond precision.
BOOLEAN:

Boolean values are represented by the keywords TRUE and FALSE

INTEGER:

Integers are numeric values that do not have fractional components.

STRING:

any finite sequence of characters (i.e., letters, numerals, symbols and punctuation marks).
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STARTING IN BIGQUERY WITH BASIC
FUNCTIONS
The basics of Google BigQuery, writing function with Legacy SQL or Basic SQL, are easily to pick up for anyone who is
familiar with using the basic funtions in Excel. One can find all different functions including examples at : Legacy SQL
Functions and Operators. We will provide you some basic SQL functions and example queries.

SELECT
Selecting the collumns Domain and DSP

FROM
Select this variables from the table: lld, within the dataset: moat_data (page 10)

WHERE
Just print the rows where the Adserver (ADS) is Double Click Manager and the Domain name contains nieuws (news). By
using %-signs, one tells BigQuery to allow letters or characters before and after the word nieuws.
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THE FIRST BIG STEPS OF ANALYSIS IN
BIGQUERY

Define your top websites

Use a time variable

Check top/sub domains

We analysed that 90 percent of the total impressions has

Before blacklisting a major website, we suggest to firstly

We found multiple major websites with subdomains

been sent to only 2000 domains. This motivates to focus

analyse whether or not that website should be blacklisted

showing significant differences in performance measures.

on top domains only when optimizing viewability.

completely or can be still useful at particular moments.

Again, this motivates to be careful blacklisting an entire
major website before further analysis.
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EXAMPLES OF SMARTER
ANALYSIS
OUR APPROACH OF ANALYZING MULTIPLE
METRICS

ADDITIONAL STEPS FOR SMARTER ANALYSIS

Use website catagorization

Combine all relevant data

Preparing for visualization

Blacklisting websites just based on there viewability score

It is possible to use Google BigQuery for combining your

Google offers additional services to visualize big data;

can result in blacklisting websites with the same structure

datasets. We’ve enriched the excisting dataset with

Data Studio has an native integration and enables us to

or websites with identical browsing behaviour, which

multiple sources to enrich our point of view.

vizualize data in an easy way.

we’ve set in 6 categories.
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DEFINE TOP SITES AND CREATE FOCUS
AROUND MAJOR VOLUMES
Once we started our analysis, we noticed the 500.000+ different URL’s in our dataset. In

Finally, we were able to calculate the cumulative percentage to get an idea of the top

order to get an idea of the differences in total impressions for all domains, we sorted the

websites in the dataset, serving between 50% and 90% percent of all impressions.

websites starting with the one with the highest impressions. Next we calculated the
cumulative sum: website 1 + website 2 + website 3 … untill the last website (with the

lowest number of impressions).

We analysed that 90 percent of the total impressions has been sent to only 2000
domains. This would motivate to focus on top domains only when optimizing your
viawability.
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Percentage of total impressions

Number of websites

< 10 %

10

< 20 %

25

< 30 %

50

< 40 %

100

< 50 %

175

< 60 %

300

< 70 %

500

< 80 %

750

< 90 %

2,000

< 100 %

500,000+
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USING ‘TIME’ AS VARIABLE TO SHOW
PERFORMANCE SWIFTING
Time can be a very useful variable. Because we analysed log level data we

We found that for different major websites viewability, and more often, viewability

were able to use the time up to miliseconds for each ad. Moat stores the time

time or non human traffic do change during the day. Moreover, we did see major

data (Ord) as a timestamp, which means that Google BigQuery knows how to

websites improving or performing worse over time!

deal with it. Using the timestamp, we were able to group the data for every
possible time interval (Year, month, week, day, hour, seconds, miliseconds,
around breakfast or dinner, during events, or even during TV Campaigns).

Before blacklisting a major website, we suggest to firstly analyse whether or not that
website should be blacklisted completely or can be still useful at particular moments.
Moreover, we advice to keep in track of blacklisted but legitimate and legal websites
(baced on bad performances). Once they succeed in improving their website, while
they have been blacklisted a lot, prices can be low meaning they changed into a
great opportunity!

STRING
Changes data type into a string

AS
Defining a name, to a newly created collumn

YEAR, MONTH, WEEK, DAY, HOUR
Special time functions to extract data from atimestamp (Ord)
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FINDING IN-APP AND MOBILE DOMAINS
Using Moat log level data, the different devices (in app, mobile) are not included in the

Moat presents data recording to the domains at three different levels:

data set. However, by analysing the domains, it is possible to find some information
about in app domains and mobile browsers.

Domain, Slicer1ID and Slicer2ID.
To include mobile devices, you should use the domains to find m. websites. To

include in_app, one should use Slicer1ID and check for strange domain names
including the word ‘App’. (see example)
A second strategy using different levels of websites (live.com, mail.live.com etc), is
to track the different domain levels of major websites individually. We found multiple
major websites with subdomains showing significant differences in performance

measures. Again, this motivates to be careful blacklisting an entire major websites
before further analysis.

CASE WHEN -> THEN
Use this function to split a variable in to multiple categories, THEN is used to give that category a name.

WHEN / ELSE
You can use as much WHEN function within the CASE WHEN function as you need. The ‘rest’ group is
assigned using ELSE.

END
After using a CASE WHEN function, end that function with END
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SLIDING SUB & TOP LEVELS HELPS US
UNDERSTAND WEBSITE PERFORMANCE
Extracting the top level domains (.nl, .com , .net etc.) from each website is a smart way of adding valuable information to your data set. We
used Wikipedia to contain a list of all top level domains. Using this list, we were able to classify all our top level domains into three main
categories. There are multiple approaches to classify top level domains. We used the main categories below and gathered the remaining tld’s
into one remaining group. Furthermore you can find lists of ‘shady’ tld’s searching the internet! Finally, one can assign a benchmark to the
categories below, and might consider blacklisting bad performing tld’s within each category. We analysed different country TLD’s performing
above 90% non human traffic!

Adding Geo data
Country-code top-level domains (ccTLD) and city-code top-level domain. We were able to seperate the country and city tld’s into continents.
For this end, we used Google Analytics Data to obtain a list of countries and there corresponding continents and combined this with the
corresponding tld using Google Data Studio.

Generic top-level domains (gTLD)
Unrestricted generic top-level domains are those domains that are available for registrations by any person or organization for any use. (
com, net, org, and info.)

LIMIT

Sponsored top-level domains (sTLD)

show top 1000 hits, to prevent BigQuery from displaying millions of rows.

These domains are proposed and sponsored by private agencies or organizations that establish and enforce rules restricting the eligibility to

REGEXP_EXTRACT

use the TLD. Use is based on community theme concepts; these domains are managed under official ICANN accredited registrars. (app,

jobs, museum, travel)
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TLD
Special function to extract the full top level domain (.com.nl)
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SEGMENT DATA BASED ON BROWSING
BEHAVIOUR
A next step in our methodology for optimizing viewability, is to cluster the top websites.

Ofcourse, we created subcategories for each category. The idea is that in each

Blacklisting websites just based on there viewability score can result in blacklisting

subcategory, one can find competitors or complement websites.

websites with the same structure or websites with identical browsing behaviour (for

As a result, one is able to benchmark each subcategory, and blacklist

instance the homepage of a news websites, when we analyse a lot of short traffic). To

underperforming websites in each subcategory. Using this approach one can allow

avoid this problem, it is highly recommended to categorize your top websites. Online

different restirictions (i.e. different viewabilities) for different (sub)categories to avoid

and using Google, GFK, Nobo, IAB or other sources, one can find multiple approaches

blacklisting total subcategories. This becomes more useful when a complete

to categories your websites. We used an approach based on a persons’ goal to visite a

(sub)category is under performing related to other (sub)categories because of

website.

different structures of the websites and different browsing behaviour.

For this end, we created 6 main categories:

1) Reading news or other articles

4) Play online games

2) Looking for information

5) Get in contact with others

3) Buying / shopping

6) Listing to music / watch
movies or pictures
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SEGMENT DATA BASED ON BROWSING
BEHAVIOUR
NEWS/READING

INFORMATION

SHOPPING

GAMING

CONTACT

MUSIC/VIDEO

Global
Continental
International
National
Entertainment

Education
Dictionary’s

Product
Comparison Websites

Mini Games

Mail

Music Streaming

Free game

Chat

Video Streaming

Gossip
Fashion
Tech
Gaming
Youth
Automotive
Sports general
Football
Racing / Formula
Cycling /Tour de France
Extreme sports

Food & Drinks
Cooking

Second Hand
Auction

Paid Game

Social

Amusement

Weather

Automotive

Casino

Job

Photo

Do It Yourself

Housing

Friends

Radio

Financial

Travel

Dating

Entertainment

Tickets

Forum

Start Pages

Clothing

Hobby’s

Work
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ADDING DATASOURCES &
VISUALIZATION
USING GOOGLE DATA STUDIO

ADDING ADDITIONAL VALUE WITH MORE
DATA SOURCES
Because the Moat dataset does only contain information about the tracked ads, you
should try to find more detailed information on the websites within your dataset.
In this research we explored, used and finally combined the following data sources:

Google Analytics

(Geographical data)

IPG MediaBrands

(Top websites and domain categorization)

Wikipedia

(Information top level domains)

GFK

(Information top websites)

IAB

(Information top websites)

NOBO

(Information top websites)

It is possible to use Google BigQuery for combining your datasets. For this end,

BigQuery can be used to ‘JOIN’ your datasets.
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VISUALIZE YOUR DATA BY USING GOOGLE
DATA STUDIO
Once we created our final dataset in Google Bigquery we were able to dashboard all





our findings. Today there are several companies who provide standardized

dashboarding solutions. In this research, we experimented with Google Data Studio:

Step 1
Within data studio, it is easy to set up a connection between Data Studio and
BigQuery. Once connected, one can update their data sequently, without any

effort. Furthermore, one can create multiple templates by using different tables for
different uses. All these tables can be created using Google Bigquery. By creating
these tables out of the log level data, one can import more compatible (i.e. less MB
of GB) datasets which makes you work faster.



Step 2

After selecting your tables, one can assign different variable types to each field
(collumn in bigquery) in order to let data studio work efficiently with your datasets.
Step 3
Finally one can start building their dashboard. We suggest to think of useful filters
and calculate valuable measures. We will you provide a draft of a dasboard with

our created filters.
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ADDITIONAL VALUE WITH MORE
DATA SOURCES
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